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Dynamic Properties of N and O1s21su
ppp Shape Resonances inN2 and CO2 Molecules
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An essential correlation between intramolecular interference of photoelectron waves and core-hole
molecular relaxation is revealed by analyzing the partial wave composition of the calculated angular
distribution of photoelectrons in the N and O1s21sp

u shape resonances of aligned N2 and CO2. The
dominance of coherentsN2d and incoherentsCO2d interference is revealed.pf and spd hybridization
controls the main direction of photoelectron emission from the N and OK shell, respectively.
[S0031-9007(98)07498-5]
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K-shell excitations in N2 and CO2 molecules are of par-
ticular interest as prototypes of resonance phenomena
x-ray absorption and ionization of polyatomic systems
Intramolecular interference between emitted and mul
ply scattered photoelectron waves results in resonan
features above theK edges. These features, which ar
observed in thes channel [1–5], are regarded as eithe
being associated with temporary trapping of ejected ele
trons by the molecular potential [1,6] or with promotion o
core electrons intos molecular orbitals (MO’s) embedded
in theK-shell continuum [7]. These quasistationary state
can be assigned to the dipole allowed1sg,u ! ´su,g tran-
sitions to the virtual MO’s belonging to the irreducible
representations of theD`h point group [5,8]. On the other
hand, in the quasiatomic model the shape resonances
be assigned to1s ! ´s transitions where the final state
belongs to the irreducible representations of the C`y point
group [9,10]. In this case the terminal atoms in the ex
cited molecules are no longer equivalent and the inversi
symmetry is broken due to dynamic localization of th
core hole.

The analysis of angular distributions of photoelectron
(ADP), arising from resonance states in molecules align
parallel to the electric vector of the incident light, is
a promising candidate for studies of their symmetr
features. If the inversion symmetry is broken, the odd an
even harmonics are involved in the creation of the sha
resonance resulting in asymmetry in the photoelectro
ejection. An average over a molecular ensemble resto
the equivalence of theu and p 2 u directions in the
photoelectron current, but differences in its partial-wav
composition will persist. To examine this, here we refe
to the results of our previous works [2–4]. We used i
Refs. [2–4] the ADP expansion derived by Dill [11]

dsydk 
2lmaxX
K0

AK PK scosud , (1)

where k  hu, 0j is the photoelectron ejection direction
measured in the molecular frame, andPK is a Legendre
polynomial. Analysis of the experimental data show
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evidence of a significant contribution from thef harmonic
to the signals at thesp

u resonance in N2 and weaker con-
tributions from other odd and even harmonics withl # 5
[2,3]. This decomposition supports the predictions
Dehmer and Dill [5] based on multiple-scattering metho
calculations in the framework of theD`h point group,
although these calculations overestimated thef-wave
contribution. In contrast to the N2 case, the ADP decom-
position for thesp

u resonance in CO2 indicates a notice-
able presence of both odd and even harmonics [4]. T
difference can be seen in the expansion coefficientsAK for
N2 and CO2, which are shown in Table I. The enhance
ment of theA6 coefficient, which is associated with the
fs partial wave, for the photoelectron current at 419 e
s3sp

u dcan be clearly seen, whereas at 559 eVs4sp
u d the

A2 dominates the current andA6 retains rather small. This
different composition is caused primarily by the intens
photoelectron current along the directions lying close
u  pn 6 py3 sn  0, 1d, which can be seen clearly in
the experimental ADP at 419 eV for N2 [2,3] [Fig. 1(a)].
These directions are not pronounced for the current
559 eV for CO2 [4], which is directed mainly alongu 
0 andp [Fig. 1(c)]. Quasiatomic calculations, carried ou
on the assumption that the total photoelectron flux is bu
up from two independent fluxes outgoing from the left an
right oxygen atoms of CO2, provide reasonable agreemen
with the experimental data [4]. The calculations poin
out the intense hybridization of the continuums-, p-, and
d-partial waves of the core-excited atom at the5sp

g and
4sp

u resonances in CO2. The degree of hybridization
varies monotonously with photoelectron kinetic energi
and iss(31%)p(50%)d(19%) at 559 eVs4sp

u d.
The equivalence of atomic sites in a polyatomic sy

tem implies their equal probability of excitation (the valu
averaged over time) but not simultaneous core excitatio
This means that one-photon absorption of the quasideg
erateK-shell levels occurs in one of the equivalent atom
in a molecule, and the relevant molecular photoelectr
wave functionC should be presented as a symmetr
adapted linear combination of atomic wave functionsfl
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3623
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TABLE I. Expansion coefficientsAk of Eq. (1) (A0 is normalized to unity), which are taken
from Refs. [3,4].

h̄v (eV) A0 A2 A4 A6 A8 A10

419 3sp
u sN2d 1.0 0.26 20.30 0.96 0.10 0.02

559 4sp
u sCO2d 1.0 1.14 20.18 20.16 0.03 0.01
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and fr , which describe photoelectrons emitted from le
and right atoms in a molecule, respectively. To take th
dynamic localization into account, we assume a differe
time dependence for the atomic wave functions in th
superposition:

Cstd  flst 2 t1d 6 frst 2 t2d . (2)

Becauset1 andt2 are essentially differentjt1 2 t2j ¿ T ,
whereT is a time characterizing the interaction of photo
electrons with the anisotropic molecular potential), inte
ference of thefl andfr waves becomes so insignifican
that the parity of core-excited molecules disappears a
the signs in Eq. (2) do not play any role in the photoele
tron flux. This means that it is composed from two in
dependent currents outgoing from both equivalent atom
dsinydk , jflj

2 1 jfrj
2. This particular formulation

FIG. 1. ADP at the1s21sp
u resonance in N2 (a), and above

it (447 eV) (b), and at the1s21sp
u resonance in CO2 (c),

and above it (579 eV) (d). Molecules are aligned along th
0±–180± axis. Filled circles: experimental points; thin solid
line: their fitting of Eq. (1); dash-dotted line:dsinydk; dashed
line: dsydk [Eq. (5) with D  0.76 for N2 and D  0.30
for CO2]. The curves are normalized atu  0±. ADP from
right O atom of CO2 (0± direction) is also indicated by a bold
solid line. Experimental data and fitting curves are taken fro
Refs. [2–4].
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of ADP was successfully applied in Ref. [4]. Presum
ing that the average over an ensemble of molecules in
gas phase is equivalent to the average over time, one
assign thefl andfr functions to incoherent waves [12
emitted from different molecules.

A quasistationary description supposes that equival
atoms must be treated as equivalent sources of e
tron waves, and the relevant MO-like photoelectron wa
function is given by Eq. (2) witht1  t2. The emission
occurs simultaneously in both terminal atoms in a mo
cule with equal probability, and the process is describ
as being quasistationary. Since both left and right sour
are located in the same molecule, thefl and fr waves
are coherent and givedscoydk , jfl 6 frj

2. The in-
terference termh0  62 Re f

p
l fr makes the difference

between theg andu states.
A question now arises: Are equivalent atoms in

molecule coherent or incoherent sources of photoelect
waves? From our ADP analysis it follows that at th
sp

u shape resonance they behave coherently in N2 and
incoherently in CO2. To understand the difference we
introduce another timestd dependence associated wit
core-hole molecular relaxation. The ADP then depen
on the correlation between timesT andt; core-hole elec-
tronic relaxationte and atomic rearrangementta. These
characteristic timesst1 2 t2, T , td are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. Let us take the relaxation into accou
and consider the channels of1s-photoelectron emission
from equivalent atoms in the molecules. For CO2,

h̄v 1 CO2 !

Op
1sCO !

(
sCO2d12 1 eph 1 eA · · · schannel 1d
sOCOd12 1 eph 1 eA · · · schannel 2d .

In addition, the corresponding equation for the equa
probable reaction̄hv 1 CO2 ! OCOp

1s should be con-
sidered. Similar equations can be written for N2. Post-
collision interaction between the photoelectronssephd and
the subsequently emitted Auger-electronsseAd is ignored
here. The reaction serves to demonstrate the interac
between the photoelectron and the residual molecular i
with different symmetries. The ion possessing theD`h

point group is denotedsCO2d12 and the C̀y group as
sOCOd12.

In the limit of short interaction timesT ø te andT ø
tad, the photoelectron leaves the ion mainly with initiall
ionized 1s21 state for which the effective potentia
possessesC`y symmetry. During this short period the
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FIG. 2. Correlation of photoelectron emission from a cor
excited homonuclear molecule with its relaxation. Photoa
sorption occurs in one of the constituent atoms att1 and t2. T
is an interaction time of photoelectrons with the molecular p
tential. t is a core-hole relaxation time. Outgoing photoele
trons are shown by arrows with inclusion of multiple scatterin

terminal atoms in the core-ionized molecule are n
equivalent. But if T ¿ te the photoelectron moves
mostly in the potential of molecular ion with delocalize
valence vacancies and its point group is restored
D`h. In this case the electronic decay gives rise
the photoelectron current inchannel 1. The molecular
ion rearrangement with asymmetric motion of atom
reduces the initial molecular geometry. If the motio
starts simultaneously with the creation of core hole,
keeps the broken inversion symmetry and gives rise
the current inchannel 2. The competition betweenT and
t controls the molecular core hole relaxation effect o
photoelectron wave function, the symmetry of which
the field of the relaxing ion acquires a dynamic charac
and cannot be unambiguously assigned to a fixed po
group. Then, both coherentsD`hd and incoherentsC`yd
photoelectron fluxes reproduce only a part of the re
ADP pattern. Which part dominates in the photoelectr
emission depends on the dynamical properties of
excited states.

Channel 1does not differ essentially for the case o
N and OK-shell excitations (see, e.g., [13]). Butchan-
nel 2 leads to a major difference in the symmetries (cor
hole localization) for these two cases. High-resolutio
measurements [14] have revealed that the OK-shell
photoelectron line in CO2 at 554 eV is dominated by
the antisymmetric stretching mode with a frequency
307 6 3 meV. The antisymmetric mode in CO2 appears
simultaneously with OK-shell ionization and keeps the
dynamic breaking of the inversion symmetry. The ph
toelectron current inchannel 2in N2 does not appear si-
multaneously with the core-hole creation as its generat
needs charge separation and large elongation of the
ternuclear distance. We hence infer that antisymmet
vibrations in CO2 provide a long-time violation of the
inversion symmetry that leads to larget s¿T d. In con-
trast to CO2, in N2 fast electronic decay leads to effec
tive restoration of the inversion symmetry and to sho
t s,T d. On this basis, the correlation of photoelectro
emission with molecular relaxation becomes important f
the description of ADP.
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To obtain the relation of photoelectron waves outgoin
from terminal atoms in a molecule to its symmetry
behavior, Eq. (2) can be rewritten by adding terms depe
on t,

Cstd , flst 2 t1d 6 frst 2 t1 2 td

1 frst 2 t2d 6 flst 2 t2 2 td . (3)

The time evolution of theK-shell photoelectron emission
is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Assuming, as befor
that t1 andt2 are essentially different, we have

dsydk , jflj
2 1 jfrj

2 6 hstd . (4)

The interference termh  kSi1,2 Re fp
lst 2 tid 3

frst 2 ti 2 tdl (wherek l denotes an average over time
depends on the relaxation, and its variation makes
possible to bring together the localized and delocalize
ADP descriptions given by Eqs. (3) and (4) viahstd ! 0
for t ¿ T andhstd ! h0 for t ø T .

To calculate the ADP on the basis of Eq. (4), th
quasiatomicfl,rstd functions must take electronic decay
and rearrangement into account. To simplify thes
time-dependent calculations, we approximate the di
tribution Eq. (4) by mixing the ADP’s related to the
different stationary configurations. With onlychan-
nels 1 and 2 as linear configurations, this results in
dsinydk , jflj

2 1 jfrj
2 and dscoydk , jfl 6 frj

2.
These distributions can be computed with time
independent potentials and with theflskd and frskd
functions expressed asSLCpLse1iskr2Lpy21gdYLssu, wd
and SLCpLse1iskr2Lpy21gdYLssp 2 u, wd outgoing
waves for r ¿ Rmol, where Rmol is the radius of the
molecular region andg is a Coulomb phase shift. But
the mixture of the ADP’s depends on the competitio
betweenT and t. To obtain their weights, let us define
a branching ratioD pertaining to inversion symmetry in
the photoemission reactions;D ; z1ysz1 1 z2d wherezj

is the photoelectron current in the channelj. If D ! 1
the photoelectron wave function possesses inversi
symmetry and thedscoydk distribution describes its
current independent on which terminal atom is ionized
If D ! 0 the ADP is determined bydsinydk. In the
general case0 , D , 1, and the incoherent (“atomic”)
and coherent (“molecular”) distributions are mixed,

dsydk ø Ddscoydk 1 s1 2 Dddsinydk . (5)

These differential cross sections as a function of th
parameterD are calculated for thesp

u shape resonances.
The CpLsskd amplitudes of thefl.rskd functions are ob-
tained via a multiple scattering model, and are equ
to fTs1 2 BSd21gpLs [4,15] where T and B are the
matrices for transmission and reflection from the su
rounding potentials andS is the scattering matrix of the
core-excited atom. The calculated results show a stro
dependence of the ADP onD. As a consequence of an
3625
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increase inD the hybridization degree of odd atomic par
tial sLd waves is magnified and higher odd harmonics b
come involved in the composition of the photoelectro
current. In particular, at the shape resonance thespd hy-
bridization for D ø 0 changes to thepf (or pfh) for
D ø 1. Comparison of the experimental and calculate
polar plots demonstrates that the largeD regime applies
for the resonance at 419 eV (the best fit is observed
D ø 0.76) and the smallD regime sD ø 0.30d for the
resonance at 559 eV [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)]. For compa
son, the incoherentsD  0d ADP patterns are shown,
too. The different ADP decompositions (Table I) reflec
the essentially different dynamic properties of these sha
resonances which can be explained by mixing the inc
herent and coherent signals. Their contributions to t
experimental ADP make it possible to approximately in
terpret the shape resonances at 419 eVsN2d and 559 eV
sCO2d as the ones belonging to theD`h and C`y point
groups, respectively.

In CO2, the asymmetric motion of the absorber an
the opposite oxygen atom relative to the central ato
does not allow the coherent intramolecular interferen
of photoelectron waves. This asymmetric vibration mod
is excited via vibronic coupling [16]. Its frequency wa
predicted in agreement with the experimental value [1
by calculating a potential energy surface for the O1s21

hole molecular state [17]. Owing to the asymmetr
motion, asymmetry in the absorber duringT time leads
to a symmetry breaking in the photoelectron movin
The calculated ADP for a core-excited right atom i
CO2 (i.e., without averaging over a molecular ensembl
clearly reveals this asymmetry [Fig. 1(c)]. In contrast t
forward-backward asymmetry in the ADP of CO [18]
this asymmetry is a dynamic effect. Dynamic dipol
momentum of the OK-shell excited CO2 molecule [4]
allows the hybridization of odd and even partial wave
which gives rise to this asymmetry, and is responsib
for the correlation of thespd hybridization with the
asymmetric vibration in the O1s photoelectron line. As
the T time is shortened with increasing photoelectro
velocity, the dynamic effect on ADP is expected to b
weaker at higher̄hv. The similarity of the experimental
ADP’s at 447 eV for N2 [Fig. 1(b)] and at 579 eV for
CO2 [Fig. 1(d)] supports this conclusion.

In conclusion, the analysis of the partial-wave comp
sition in the experimental and calculated ADP at the
and O 1s21sp

u shape resonances of N2 and CO2 shows
evidence of an essential correlation between intramole
lar interference of the photoelectron waves and molecu
relaxation. The ADP description is based on the supp
sition that the inversion symmetry of the ground state
being broken simultaneously with photoexcitation. Ele
tronic relaxation tends to restore the inversion symmet
3626
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while asymmetric atomic motion tends to keep the broke
symmetry. The dominance of the coherent intramolecu
lar interference ofpf-hybridized photoelectron waves in
N2 and of the incoherent interference ofspd-hybridized
waves in CO2 is identified.
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